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stone retaining wall to enclose
steps. Handrail and banisters to

tie in with new metal balusters
replacing those on retaining wall
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mid section reformed in new stone, but pier cap badly 
repaired with cement mortar at T2. Dismantled top cap and 
replace T2 with matching stone and rebed along with T1

Plinth

mid section

capping

Base

Modern metal gate post and gate should be removed 
from pier and Capping set aside with mid section stone 
to be reformed in matching stone, rebedded in lime 
mortar and railings redoweled into stone. Then existing 
capping rebedded into place with lime mortar

Bristle brush mid section, otherwise leave. 
Remove modern metal gate and post

Pier in reasonable condition, remove modern metal 
gate and gate post and indent at channel in plinth 
where post removed and fill bolt holes, minor pointing

Pier in reasonable condition, remove modern metal 
gate post and indent at channel in plinth where post 
removed and fill bolt holes, minor pointing

Pier in good condition: Repoint in lime mortar at base.
Repaint any attached metalwork.  Bristle brush capping
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NOTES

1) original cast iron in reasonable condition, clean 
paint and wire brush, treat any rusted areas with 
Galvafroid and repaint railings with undercoat and 
gloss paint

2) Rebed both copes. Reset one stone under 
cope and repoint wall in matching lime mortar

3) Oiginal cast iron railings; Two breaks in 
balustrade, reweld at joints and reset balustrade. 
clean paint and wire brush, treat any rusted areas 
with Galvafroid and repaint railings with 
undercoat and gloss paint.

4) Oiginal cast iron railings; clean paint and wire 
brush, treat any rusted areas with Galvafroid and 
repaint railings with undercoat and gloss paint. 
Point coping  and wall under balustrade.

5) Carry out stone indent repair to top of cope. 
Repoint wall under

6) Oiginal cast iron railings; clean paint and wire 
brush, treat any rusted areas with Galvafroid and 
repaint railings with undercoat and gloss paint. 
Point coping  and wall under balustrade.

7) point wall under coping.

8) Stone coping 380 wide in good condition, with 
modern railings set into coping. These metal 
railings to be removed and replaced with new 
galvanised railings with saddle back handrail, 
Twash, primed, undercoated and gloss painted.

14) indent repair to stone cope. Point cope and 
wall under

15)  indent repair to stone cope. Point cope and 
wall under

16) Steps to entrance: concrete has been 
applied to original stone treads.  Remove all 
concrete/ cement screeds and assess stone. 
Allow for resetting of some stones and some 
replacements. Allow for indenting of any worn 
steps. Reform to ensure risers are all the same 
height.

17) Existing ramp: poorly formed ramp with 
blockwork side that does not fully conform to 
wheelchair standards. Remove blockwork and 
reform with sandstone wall and copings to rise 
min 100mm above ramp. Replace existing 
handrail.

18) modern metal railings removed and replaced 
with new galvanised railings and handrail as 
item 8.

19) Original cast iron balusters set into stone 
cope. Wire brush and repaint railings. Indent 
repair stone coping at 4 locations and ensure 
balusters are reset in leaded pockets.

20) Tarmac surface drains through wall in plastic 
pipe. Lift tarmac and relay with conservation 
grade concrete slabs, retain existing plant bed 
and stone edge at church wall, form gravel edge 
of 100mm at junction with boundary wall.

9) concrete precast steps rise to block paved 
landing/ ramp. Handrail and edging poor 
quality and should be reformed with 
galvansied steel baulsters and saddle handrail

10) Brick wall in reasonable condition but 
some bricks damaged and require repair. 
Repointing also required and new vitrified 
hogroll coping installed to match existing over 
approx 7 metres

11) Original cast iron barleycorn balusters with 
saddle hadrail. Modern square section 
handrail welded to original should be removed 
and new replacement wrought oron handrail 
installed. 6 new cast iron matching balusters to 
be set into pockets with molten lead. All metail 
to be cleaned down, primed, undercoated and 
gloss painted. At left hand side stone plinth 
requires indent repair at baluster.

12) Original entrance stairway has been 
repaired in cement, likely applied over original 
stone steps and stone plinths that support cast 
iron balusters. These steps will not be used 
but we recommend that the cement mortar at 
the plinth walls is entirely removed and any 
original stone copings restored. The existing 
steps to remain. The cast iron balusters and 
handrail to be cleaned down and repainted 
with undercoat and gloss.

13) repoint stone coping and wall under

21) Reform entrance with conservation 
grade paving as 20 but laid on concrete sub 
base and mortar bedded to take traffic.

22) Reform surface in tramacc with gravel 
edge around church wall. See EP02 for 
paving and ramp treatment

23) remove existing overgrown plant growth 
and  form new access (see proposed access 
drawing.

24) Existing brick wall and railings. Railings 
in reasonable condition however about 20 
No need to be replaced due to rust. Restore 
and repaint railings. Clean out path at side

25) Brick retaining wall to be rebuilt to 
sufficient width and depth to retain 
embankment. To include weepholes, tanking 
and coping

26) repair existing wall coping and point. 
Remove rusted and worn metal balusters 
and cut out from coping. Install new 
galvanised matching balusters and set into 
pockets in cope, hot lead caulked at base 
and welded to underside of handrail. Repaint 
as spec. Allow 12 new balusters. WOODSTOCK CHURCH
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Internal floor plan 
shown yellow

existing manhole
drainage routes to be 

investigated
ss Elefant grid to vent 

and drain at wall

New ramp

New ramp

Levels re-graded 
and surface 
finished in tarmac

two parking bays ,  
wheelchair bays

new opening formed in wall. Existing 
stone copes reused and new matching 
stone retaining wall to enclose set of 
stone steps. Handrail and balusters to 
tie in with new metal balusters to replce 
those on retaining wall

drain grid at new 
entrance

gravel strip with 
bullnose edge formed 
around church base

new railings set into 
existing stone cope
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1) original cast iron in reasonable condition, clean 
paint and wire brush, treat any rusted areas with 
Galvafroid and repaint railings with undercoat and 
gloss paint

2) Rebed both copes. Reset one stone under 
cope and repoint wall in matching lime mortar

3) Oiginal cast iron railings; Two breaks in 
balustrade, reweld at joints and reset balustrade. 
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galvanised railings with saddle back handrail, 
Twash, primed, undercoated and gloss painted.

14) indent repair to stone cope. Point cope and 
wall under
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16) Steps to entrance: concrete has been 
applied to original stone treads.  Remove all 
concrete/ cement screeds and assess stone. 
Allow for resetting of some stones and some 
replacements. Allow for indenting of any worn 
steps. Reform to ensure risers are all the same 
height.

17) Existing ramp: poorly formed ramp with 
blockwork side that does not fully conform to 
wheelchair standards. Remove blockwork and 
reform with sandstone wall and copings to rise 
min 100mm above ramp. Replace existing 
handrail.

18) modern metal railings removed and replaced 
with new galvanised railings and handrail as 
item 8.

19) Original cast iron balusters set into stone 
cope. Wire brush and repaint railings. Indent 
repair stone coping at 4 locations and ensure 
balusters are reset in leaded pockets.

20) Tarmac surface drains through wall in plastic 
pipe. Lift tarmac and relay with conservation 
grade concrete slabs, retain existing plant bed 
and stone edge at church wall, form gravel edge 
of 100mm at junction with boundary wall.

9) concrete precast steps rise to block paved 
landing/ ramp. Handrail and edging poor 
quality and should be reformed with 
galvansied steel baulsters and saddle handrail

10) Brick wall in reasonable condition but 
some bricks damaged and require repair. 
Repointing also required and new vitrified 
hogroll coping installed to match existing over 
approx 7 metres

11) Original cast iron barleycorn balusters with 
saddle hadrail. Modern square section 
handrail welded to original should be removed 
and new replacement wrought oron handrail 
installed. 6 new cast iron matching balusters to 
be set into pockets with molten lead. All metail 
to be cleaned down, primed, undercoated and 
gloss painted. At left hand side stone plinth 
requires indent repair at baluster.

12) Original entrance stairway has been 
repaired in cement, likely applied over original 
stone steps and stone plinths that support cast 
iron balusters. These steps will not be used 
but we recommend that the cement mortar at 
the plinth walls is entirely removed and any 
original stone copings restored. The existing 
steps to remain. The cast iron balusters and 
handrail to be cleaned down and repainted 
with undercoat and gloss.

13) repoint stone coping and wall under

21) Reform entrance with conservation 
grade paving as 20 but laid on concrete sub 
base and mortar bedded to take traffic.

22) Reform surface in tramacc with gravel 
edge around church wall. See EP02 for 
paving and ramp treatment

23) remove existing overgrown plant growth 
and  form new access (see proposed access 
drawing.

24) Existing brick wall and railings. Railings 
in reasonable condition however about 20 
No need to be replaced due to rust. Restore 
and repaint railings. Clean out path at side

25) Brick retaining wall to be rebuilt to 
sufficient width and depth to retain 
embankment. To include weepholes, tanking 
and coping

26) repair existing wall coping and point. 
Remove rusted and worn metal balusters 
and cut out from coping. Install new 
galvanised matching balusters and set into 
pockets in cope, hot lead caulked at base 
and welded to underside of handrail. Repaint 
as spec. Allow 12 new balusters. WOODSTOCK CHURCH
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new opening formed in wall.
Existing stone copes re-used
and new/reclaimed from site

stone retaining wall to enclose
steps. Handrail and banisters to

tie in with new metal balusters
replacing those on retaining wall
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South boundary wall and railings @ scale 1:100

Repoint stone upstands.
Steps to entrance: concrete has been applied to
original stone treads. Remove all concrete/
cement screeds and assess stone. Allow for
resetting of some stones and some
replacements. Allow for indenting of any worn
steps. Reform to ensure risers are all the same
height.

existing cast iron balusters cleaned by blasting,
repainted as spec and set into pockets in stone
treads and leaded into place. SS Pins set into
tops of baluster and pinned into handrail

existing cast iron balusters cleaned by blasting,
repainted as spec and set into pockets in stone
treads and leaded into place. SS Pins set into
tops of baluster and pinned into handrail
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